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1. Introduction
One criticism of sports biomechanists has been that we focus too much on discrete
data, such as jump take-off angles, or durations of movement phases, or maximum joint
torque in a throw, thereby discarding much of the richness of information contained
in time series data. This becomes increasingly the case when we consider movement
coordination, something important also to motor learning or motor control specialists.
The interpretation of various coordination patterns is the topic of this chapter. These
coordination patterns are particularly relevant when we ask the question ‘How are
sports and exercise movements coordinated to produce the desired outcome?’
To obtain the coordination patterns that are the focus of this chapter, we need
to be able to measure joint angles, even though the analysis of these patterns can
be almost entirely qualitative, as well as quantitative. Two-dimensional (planar) joint
angles can be easily measured using software packages for qualitative biomechanical
analysis, such as Kinovea, or, usually more accurately, using quantitative video analysis
packages, such as SIMI Motion (see also Chapter 4). The focus in most of this chapter
will be on data obtained in the sagittal plane. For analysis of movement patterns
that occur in multiple planes, three-dimensional motion analysis, using video or on-
line analysis systems, is usually necessary (see also Chapters 4 and 5). The chapter
will also emphasise the qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis of the coordination
patterns that we will discuss, mainly because we consider movement coordination to
be a ‘qualitative’ process. We feel strongly that even quantitative analysts need to
be able to describe and to analyse coordination patterns qualitatively, if they are to
understand them fully.
Coordination patterns can add substantially to our understanding of sports and
exercise movements and help us to assess ways in which changes might be made to im-
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prove performance. Because different individuals find unique solutions to the demands
of a sports or exercise task, under the various constraints of that task, the environ-
ment and their own organism, intra-individual studies are usually more productive
than inter-individual ones in shedding light on how movements might be better coor-
dinated. We might, for example, compare different speeds of locomotion, or different
stroke rates in rowing, or track an athlete recovering from injury.
Before looking at how we interpret patterns of coordination, let us begin by con-
sidering what we mean by this important term ‘coordination’. One of the generally
accepted universal principles of movement is, ‘Mastering the many degrees of freedom
involved in a movement’ (Bartlett, 2014). This is one statement of what movement
coordination involves. A rather longer definition, which elaborates on the one in the
previous sentence, introduces the idea of ‘coordinative structures’. This viewpoint sees
the acquisition of coordination as constraining the degrees of freedom into coordina-
tive structures, which are functional relationships between important anatomical parts
of a performer’s body, to perform a specific activity. An example would be groups of
muscles or joints temporarily functioning as coherent units to achieve a specific goal,
such as hitting or catching a ball. As muscles act around joints, this explanation leads
us to look at joints and their inter-relationships to gain an initial insight into how
sports and exercise movements are coordinated.
In the following subsections we will look at the qualitative analysis of several dif-
ferent coordination patterns. Angle–angle diagrams are graphs of one joint angle as a
function of another. The focus is on how one angle changes with changes in a second
angle; in other words we focus on how the two angles ‘co-vary’ rather than how they
each evolve with time. Angle–angle diagrams have been used extensively in the study
of movement coordination, particularly in locomotion (e.g. Hershler & Milner, 1980;
Kutilek & Farkisova, 2011). They can also be three-dimensional although these are
far more difficult to interpret. Cross-correlation functions look at how the correlation
coefficient between two time series, such as joint angles, changes as one time series lags
behind the other. As with the other correlation patterns, these are normally ‘pairwise’
– each graph looks at how two joints are coordinated.
Phase planes, as used in studying human movement coordination, are normally
graphs of the angular velocity of one joint as a function of the angle of that same
joint. The focus is on the so called ‘coordination dynamics’ of that joint. Phase planes
are used extensively in the study of movement coordination; usually the phase of one
joint relative to another is of most interest to the analyst (see Continuous Relative
Phase section later in this chapter). More recently, the use of self-organising maps
has enabled the visualisation and study of multi-dimensional coordination – that of
multiple joints, which is what most sports and exercise movements involve.
All of these coordination patterns will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
The focus is on interpreting these graphs qualitatively and semi-quantitatively; devel-
oping such interpretive skills is important to appreciate how coordination patterns can
then be used to try to improve sport and exercise performance.
2. Angle-Angle Diagrams
Time series involving several angles can be difficult to interpret for coordination. An
alternative is to plot angles against each other – these are called angle–angle diagrams;
we could plot three angles in this way to form a three-dimensional plot, but this is
rarely done.
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Figure 1.: Basic types of coordination. In-phase: Top left (a) linear; Top right (b)
turning-point coordination. Anti-phase: Middle left (c) linear; Middle right (d) turning-
point coordination. Bottom left (e): Hip and knee angle coordination in a standing
vertical jump with countermovement – compare this with (b); Bottom right (f): Phase
offset or decoupled coordination.
Several forms of coordination can be brought to light through angle–angle diagrams.
Some of these relate to the differences between synchronous and sequential coordina-
tion in, for example, jumping and throwing (Bartlett, 2014). In synchronous – or
simultaneous – coordination, joints move more or less together. These synchronous
movements may be ‘in-phase’ – coordination, as when the hips and knees flex during
the downward phase of a standing vertical jump (SVJ) and extend during the upward
phase (this is shown in Figure 1(a), which is similar in many respects to in-phase
turning point coordination in Figure 1(b), except that the SVJ is a discrete movement
so has a turning point coordination change only at the bottom of the lowering phase).
Another example is the synchronous extension of the hips and the knees during the
drive phase of rowing (see Figure 4). If the two angles change at the same rate, a
linear relationship, such as that of Figure 1(a), would result; this is rarely seen in
human movements in sport. More often, the joints will show in-phase ‘turning point’
coordination since their angles change at different rates, as in Figures 1(b and e). The
synchronous movements may also be out of phase: this occurs when one joint flexes
and another extends in the sagittal plane, or when one joint abducts while another
adducts in the frontal plane: we then have ‘anti-phase’ or ‘out-of-phase’ coordination.
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Figure 2.: Angle–angle diagrams for one ‘ideal’ treadmill running stride: Top (a)
hip–knee coupling; Middle (b) ankle–knee coupling; Bottom (c) ankle–hip coupling.
An example is the action phase of a darts throw in which the upper arm abducts while
the wrist adducts from a partially abducted position at the start of the phase (the
elbow extends at the same time, also in synchrony but in a different plane of motion).
Linear ‘anti-phase’ coordination is shown in Figure 1(c) (again, this is rarely found
in human movements in sports) and anti-phase turning-point coordination in Figure
1(d).
Figure 1(f) shows ‘phase offset’ or decoupled coordination. In this type of coordina-
tion, the two joints change their relative roles during a cycle of a movement, switching
between in-phase and anti-phase coordination. Reading from point ‘A’ anticlockwise,
both angles flex in-phase, until ‘B’, then Angle 2 continues to flex while Angle 1 ex-
tends (anti-phase). From ‘C’ to ‘D’, both angles extend in-phase and, finally, Angle 1
flexes from ‘D’ to ‘A’ while Angle 2 continues to extend (anti-phase). Finally, we have
sequential coordination, to which we will return later in this section. Coordination in
actual human movements is often more complex than these basic patterns, as illus-
trated by the hip–knee angle–angle diagram for one running stride in Figure 2. Please
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Figure 3.: Angle–angle diagrams for one treadmill walking stride: Top (a) hip–knee
coupling; Middle (b) ankle–knee coupling; Bottom (c) ankle–hip coupling.
note that the diagram has been slightly ‘massaged’ so that it forms a continuous loop,
which is rarely the case owing to movement variability and measurement errors.
Reading around Figure 2(a), starting at the lower right hand spike at ‘a’, which
corresponds roughly to touchdown, or heel strike, and progressing anticlockwise, the
pattern is as follows. At the start of the stance phase, the hip and knee both flex until
‘b’; then, briefly, the knee continues to flex while the hip extends to ‘c’. From ‘c’ to
‘d’ the two joints extend in-phase. From ‘d’, which is roughly at toe-off, another brief
period until ‘e’ sees the knee flex while the hip extends at the start of the swing phase.
From ‘e’ until ‘f’ both joints flex in-phase during the next part of the swing phase,
after which the knee extends while the hip continues to flex until ‘g’; both joints then
extend in-phase until around touchdown. It is instructive to repeat this description
of joint movements for the same running stride but looking at the ankle–knee and
ankle–hip joint couplings, in Figures 2(b and c).
Angle–angle diagrams have both advantages and disadvantages. Their advantages
include that we don’t have to flip between angle–time graphs to see how angles co-vary,
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and that we can pair joint angles of interest easily to show how they co-vary. These
graphs show coordination patterns qualitatively, which can facilitate comparisons, for
example, between individuals and for one individual during rehabilitation from an
injury. They also show all of the fine details of how the two joints change coordination
during the movement, as in Figure 2(a). We can also compare patterns between, for
example, running and walking. Many attempts have been made to quantify angle–angle
diagrams, such as vector coding (e.g. Wheat & Glazier, 2006); such a reduction of a rich
qualitative pattern to a few numbers seems unnecessary to us and ignores the saying
‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. Few attempts have been made to distinguish
patterns qualitatively; one of the very few is known as ‘topological equivalence’. Two
shapes are topologically equivalent if one can just be stretched – albeit by different
amounts in different places – to form the other; two shapes are not topologically
equivalent if one has to be ‘folded’ rather than just stretched to form the other (see, e.g.
Bartlett & Bussey, 2012). Simplistically, this means that if the shapes have different
numbers of loops, they are not topologically equivalent; they are then qualitatively
rather than just quantitatively different, as for the ankle–knee, hip–knee and ankle–hip
couplings when comparing the running angle–angle diagrams in Figure 2 with those
for walking in Figure 3.
An important point to make here, and it applies to other coordination patterns too,
is that of inter-individual differences. Consider, for example, Figure 4, which shows
hip–knee angle–angle diagrams for four rowers performing a race trial on a rowing
ergometer. Figures 4(a and b) are for two club standard rowers and Figures 4(c and
d) are for two high performance rowers. It should be perfectly clear that there is no
‘club’ or ‘elite’ template here. All four rowers show a coordination pattern that is close
to synchronised in-phase turning-point coordination; but this is not strictly true for
the rowers in Figures 4(a and d), for whom the top right loop close to the finish of the
drive has a region where the knee flexes while the hip extends, an anti-phase pattern.
The patterns for the two club rowers clearly differ, with one (club rower 1) having the
broader part of the loop at the top right of the curve (Figure 4(a)), which signifies
faster knee extension than hip until max extension at the end of the drive when both
joints start flexing; at this point the hip flexes at a greater rate than the knee. Club
rower 2 has the broader part of the loop at the bottom left, the start of the drive, or
the ‘catch’ (Figure 4(b)). Both have two loops in their pattern, although these may
not be immediately obvious from the figures; Figure 4(a) has a small second loop at
the bottom left and Figure 4(b) at the top right of the angle-angle pattern. They are
topologically equivalent but still different. The patterns for the two high performance
rowers also differ. The rower represented by Figure 4(c) (high performance rower 1) has
a single loop pattern, with the loop being broader at the start of the drive, whereas the
rower in Figure 4(d) (high performance rower 2) has the broader part of the loop at the
finish of the drive. The two patterns are also not topologically equivalent, with high
performance rower 2 having a clear two-loop pattern in contrast to the single-loop
pattern of high performance rower 1. If we compare across performance standards,
we note the general shapes of the hip–knee angle–angle diagrams for club rower 1
and high performance rower 2 are similar; they are also topologically equivalent, as
both have two loops. The general shapes of club rower 1 and high performance rower
2 are also similar in having the broader part of the loop at the start of the drive;
however, they are not topologically equivalent. Each of these four rowers has evolved
a hip–knee coordination pattern that ‘matches’ their organismic constraints to those
of the task and environment; none of these patterns is inherently ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.
Coordination profiling, over multiple trials, has been proposed as a comprehensive
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Figure 4.: Hip–knee angle–angle diagrams for four rowers early in a 5 min race trial on
a rowing ergometer, one ‘stroke’ only shown on each: Top left (a) and Top right (b)
club standard rowers; Bottom left (c) and Bottom right (d) high performance rowers.
The ‘catch’ is at the bottom left of each angle-angle diagram and the ‘finish’ near the
top right. Similarly, moving from bottom left to top right on the diagram indicates
the drive phase and top right to bottom left, the recovery phase. The angles are all
normalised to the range –1 to +1.
way of highlighting coordination differences or similarities between individuals (see,
for example, Button, Davids, & Schöllhorn, 2006).
Disadvantages of angle–angle diagrams include some unfamiliarity compared to joint
angle time series. Also, it is not always obvious from the diagram which way round
the figure proceeds – clockwise or anticlockwise – or where key events, such as toe-off
and touchdown in walking and running, occur; the latter is also true to some extent
for time series. We do lose access to time-series shape patterns – the slope equals
angular velocity, the curvature equals angular acceleration; such relationships do not
apply to angle–angle diagrams. In figures 2–4, the distance between consecutive data
points (black circles) gives an idea of the rate of change in the two joints, however;
it is a little more difficult to interpret since it is the combined rate of change of two
joint angles. To obtain velocity and acceleration information for each joint, we need
to study the time series data from which our angle–angle diagram was plotted.
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3. Cross-Correlation Functions
Here, we will consider another graphical representation of coordination between joints
– cross-correlation functions – and look at the strengths and weaknesses of this ap-
proach. Cross-correlations are similar to Pearson product moment correlations, but
involve correlating variables (often angles) from two time series. They can be easily
implemented by the function PEARSON in Excel; e.g. = PEARSON(D2:102,E2:E102);
where the data for one angle are in cells D2 to D102 and for the second angle in cells
E2 to E102. The term ‘cross’ correlation is used to denote correlations between two
different time series compared to ‘auto-correlation’ of one time series with itself. Cross-
correlating two angle time series may obscure real relationships, if one angle ‘leads’
or ‘lags’ the other, in other words, if peaks and troughs are offset in time as below.
If the time lag is removed (e.g. = PEARSON(D3:103,E2:E102)), relationships may be
revealed. Let us consider the hip and knee angle time series for treadmill walking, for
which we looked at the angle–angle diagram in Figure 3(a) and plot correlation coef-
ficients for various time lags for one angle time series against the other, showing the
strength of the correlation at different lags. The resulting cross-correlation functions
can show, for example, that joints can be coordinated but out of phase, as in this
example (Figure 5(a)). Here we have r = 0.67 at a lead of the hip over the knee of 25%
of the stride time and r = –0.84 at 80%; by contrast, the original time series (time lag
= 0) had r = 0.02, highly uncorrelated and, superficially, seemingly uncoordinated.
Cross-correlations between suitable joint angles or angular velocities can also show
proximal-to-distal joint sequencing in, for example, throwing (e.g. Morriss, Bartlett,
& Fowler, 1997).
Conjugate cross-correlations consider coordination between three or more variables,
such as the angles of the hip, knee and ankle in our example of treadmill walking
(Figure 5(b)), by plotting and analysing cross-correlation functions of the hip and
knee, the knee and ankle, and the hip and ankle. Without going in to this in too
much detail, it is clear that the cross-correlation functions of the hip and knee and
the hip and ankle are inverted. The cross-correlation function of the knee and ankle
is entirely different in shape and in the time leads, or lags, to the largest positive
correlation coefficients. Rules for which joints can be meaningfully correlated when
using conjugate cross-correlations were proposed by Amblard, Assaiante, Lekhel, and
Marchand (1994); a simpler rule is only to seek to correlate joint angles or angular
velocities for joints that are clearly correlated in a particular sports movement.
Cross-correlation functions can reveal aspects of coordination not apparent in the
other approaches that we have considered in this Chapter; for example, they show
whether one joint lags behind another. This is particularly useful in studying proximal-
to-distal sequential coordination, as in most throws for distance; the comparisons need
to be pairwise (two joints at a time), a limitation of this approach. Although the calcu-
lation of cross-correlation functions might seem to be ‘quantitative’, the interpretation
of them here is essentially qualitative, or semi-quantitative if we include the time lags
and correlation coefficients. The cross-correlation function patterns are easy to inter-
pret, although some people find the underlying concepts somewhat difficult.
Sadly, in our view, cross-correlation functions have become ‘unfashionable’ in sports
biomechanics, probably because of mistaken beliefs about what statistical assumptions
need to be satisfied in their use. If we are only interested in calculating correlations, and
establishing at which lag the maximum or minimum occurs, then the only underlying
assumption is that the two variables are linearly related. It should be obvious that
there must be a meaningful relationship between the two variables to be correlated,
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Figure 5.: (a) Cross-correlation function for the hip and knee angles in treadmill walk-
ing for a specific individual at preferred walking speed. (b) Conjugate cross correlation
functions between the hip and knee, knee and ankle, and hip and ankle angles in tread-
mill walking for a specific individual at preferred walking speed.
otherwise erroneous results will be obtained. Human movement dynamics are not,
however, normally linear, but this is not an insurmountable difficulty as we can, for
example, logarithmically transform the data. If we wish to test hypotheses, for example
about the statistical significance of the correlation coefficient, the same assumptions
must be met as for Pearson product moment correlations; these are clearly described
by, for example, Howell (2010).
4. Phase Planes
Perhaps the main criticism of angle–angle diagrams is that while they show how co-
ordination between the two joints changes (by detailed analysis as above) they do not
tell us why these changes take place. To try to do that, we need a different approach.
Phase planes are based on the notion that any system, such as a body segment or
joint, can be graphed as diagrams of two variables; for the phase planes used in hu-
man movement analysis, these variables are usually joint angle (sometimes segment
absolute angle) and angular velocity. Although the relevance of a phase plane for a
single joint to coordination between joints may seem hard to fathom, phase planes
turn out to be pivotal for our understanding of movement coordination, as they are
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one method which enables us to obtain continuous relative phase (next section). They
are an integral part of dynamical systems theory (see, e.g., Kelso, 1995).
Example phase planes, for the hip and the knee joints in a treadmill walking stride,
are shown in Figure 6(a). Their description – although not their analysis – is straight-
forward. First, let us ask whether the phase plane progresses clockwise or anti-clockwise
with time around its loop – it must do one or the other. By convention, in sports biome-
chanics for two-dimensional analysis, we define flexion as a decrease in joint angle and
extension as an increase. Therefore, flexion must be roughly on the left half of Figure
6(a) and extension towards the right half – this will partly depend on the normalisa-
tion used (discussed later). Similarly, a flexion velocity is negative and an extension
velocity is positive; so, flexion must be below the horizontal axis (zero angular velocity
line) in Figure 6(a) and extension above it. The phase planes of Figure 6(a) must,
therefore, progress clockwise with time.
It is also worth noting that the phase planes for the hip angle in these examples
of treadmill walking and running are not topologically equivalent (compare Figure
6(a) with (b), respectively); the phase plane for running has two loops while that for
walking has only one. However, the example knee phase planes for treadmill running
and walking are topologically equivalent as they both have two loops.
The value of phase planes should start to become more evident when we define the
so-called ‘phase angle’ as shown for the example of treadmill running in Figure 6(b).
We have changed the graph so that it is ‘centred’ on its mean value, for reasons that







where ω and θ represent angular velocity and angular displacement, respectively. If we
now subtract the phase angle – defined anticlockwise from the right horizontal – for
one joint from that for a second joint at the same instant, we define a variable known
as relative phase. Here, we subtract the knee phase angle from that for the hip, (this
is the usual way of doing such things – subtracting the proximal joint phase angle
from that for the distal joint). We can do this for every data point (or time instant) in
the phase plane (here defined by the running cycle) to arrive at values of this relative
phase as a function of time, which can then be graphed and is known as ‘continuous
relative phase’.
5. Continuous Relative Phase
Continuous relative phase was introduced in biomechanics as a parameter for compar-
ing the phase space trajectories between two segments or limbs. Central to dynamical
systems theory is the continuous interaction between many constraints (performer,
the environment and the task), which gives rise to coordinated movement on the
biomechanical level of observation. Therefore, continuous relative phase throughout
the movement reflects the changing constraints affecting the performance. For each
time point, ti, in the movement the difference in phase angles φproximal and φdistal of
the two segments is used to represent the continuous relative phase throughout the
movement.
crp(ti) = φdistal(ti)− φproximal(ti) (2)
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Figure 6.: (a) Centred and normalised phase planes for the hip and knee for one
treadmill walking stride. (b) Superimposed phase planes for the hip (continuous curve)
and knee (dashed curve) joints in one treadmill running stride plus definition of their
phase angles (φhip(ti) and φknee(ti)) and the relative phase angle (rp).
The convention of subtracting the distal proximal from the proximal distal allows us
to observe which segment is leading the other through phase space. If the continuous
relative phase value at ti is positive, we can say that proximal segment is leading
the distal through phase space, and vice versa (Stergiou, Scholten, Jensen, & Blanke,
2001). Because there is some disagreement between researchers on when the equation
on the previous page is considered appropriate for calculating phase angles; this section
will cover the most commonly reported method, using the phase portrait, as well as a
method for using analytic signals.
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5.1. Calculating the phase angle using the phase portrait
An important issue in calculating phase angles using the phase portrait is whether to
normalise the angles and angular velocity data. Definitions of joint angles are somewhat
arbitrary. In the sagittal plane, for example, in the convention for which flexion is a
decrease in the angle and extension an increase, a knee phase plane would lie entirely
in the top and bottom right quadrants, so that all phase angles would be in the range
+90 to −90◦ (in fact, more like +50 to −40◦), restricting the resolution of the phase












which is meaningful (e.g. Miller, Chang, Baird, van Emmerik, & Hamill, 2010). This
then gives a range of phase angles from 0 to 359◦, improving their resolution (as in
Figure 6). We recommend to centre and normalise phase planes, but there is some dis-
agreement on this (compare, for example, Hamill, Haddad, & McDermot, 2000; Kurz
& Stergiou, 2002; Lamb & Stöckl, 2014; Peters, Haddad, Heiderscheit, van Emmerik,
& Hamill, 2003).
Although normalising the phase angles is preferred, there are other issues that can
arise from normalisation. First, Figure 6 shows a loop in the phase space trajectory
for the knee, which traverses the right horizontal. Since the goal of normalisation is
to obtain a roughly circular phase portrait, large loops are considered by some to
introduce frequency artefacts (see Fuchs, Jirsa, Haken, & Kelso, 1996). However, with
a relatively consistent movement like the gait cycle, the results of continuous relative
phase using phase angles from the phase portrait have been argued to be reliable
(Peters et al., 2003). A second issue involves selecting the normalisation factors. For
example, when comparing multiple trials, if the maximum knee angle in trial 1 is
used to normalise trial 1 and the maximum knee angle for trial 2 is used to normalise
trial 2, then the phase portraits for each respective trial have been scaled by different
factors, thus affecting their phase angles differently. Again, this does not pose much
of a problem if the movement being examined is relatively consistent between trials;
however, there are no rules for deciding whether the consistency between trials is
satisfactory. One way to avoid this problem is to use the maximum from a group of
trials as the scaling factor for all trials within the group, as in Figure 6 (e.g., Hamill
et al., 2000; Trezise, Bartlett, & Bussey, 2011); this method, however, is susceptible
to outliers.
5.2. Calculating the phase angle using analytic signals
A different method for calculating the phase angle, which avoids the above mentioned
limitations, is based on the measured joint angle, θ(t), and its Hilbert transform, H(t).
After first centring the joint angles around zero by
θcentered(ti) = θ(ti)−min(θ(t))− (max(θ(t))−min(θ(t)))/2 (5)
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Figure 7.: (a) Knee and hip joint angles as a function of time for treadmill running;
‘TD’ indicates touchdown and ‘TO’ indicates toe-off for the first stride. (c) Normalised
phase portrait for the variables in (a). (b) Continuous relative phase for the variables
in (a) calculated using phase angles from the phase portrait method (dashed line) and
the Hilbert transform method (solid line).
the Hilbert transform can be calculated. The Hilbert transform creates, from the
measured joint angle, a complex analytic signal, ξ(t), defined as
ξ(t) = θcentered + iH(t) (6)







With the phase angle calculated using the analytic signal, continuous relative phase
can be calculated the same as above for the phase portrait method. The result is a
signal representing the phase difference between two joints as a function of time and
is free of frequency artefacts (for more details, see Lamb & Stöckl, 2014). Calculating
the phase angles using analytic signals is more computationally intensive; however,
built-in functions for calculating the Hilbert transform come with analysis software
such as MATLAB.
Figure 7(a) shows the time-series curves for three strides of treadmill running for
the knee and hip joint angles in the sagittal plane. The phase portrait for the same
variables is shown in Figure 7(c); here the joint angles and their angular velocities have
been normalised as mentioned above. In Figure 7(b), continuous relative phase for the
three strides is shown, as the legend indicates, the dotted line represents continuous
relative phase calculated from phase angles using the phase portrait method and the
solid line from phase angles using the Hilbert transform method. Comparing both
methods in Figure 7(b) clearly shows that the relative phase between the knee and
hip coupling is most in-phase immediately after toe-off and most out-of-phase shortly
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after touchdown. There is some variation between the phase portrait method and the
Hilbert transform method, we suggest the reader carefully consider the movement
being analysed and whether the phase space trajectories are consistent enough to use
the phase portrait method.
Regardless of the method used to calculate the phase angle, there are still several
limitations associated with using continuous relative phase. First, only the coordina-
tion between two entities – normally two joints in human movement – can be studied
and, as we have already mentioned, most sports involve far more than two joints. Sec-
ond, is the possible need for the use of circular statistics to analyse continuous relative
phase data. The use of continuous relative phase assumes, for any statistical tests, that
the datasets are sinusoidal – or very nearly so (this is mostly fairly true for cyclic move-
ments) and ‘stationary’ – that is, the statistical description of the dataset is invariant
with time, which will not be not true, for example, if impacts are involved. The next
section deals with a more comprehensive method for assessing coordination, which we
argue deals well with both the limitations of continuous relative phase identified here.
6. Self-Organising Maps
Sports movements usually involve the coordination of many segments and the mus-
cles that operate them. Unfortunately, the methods for studying coordination, so far
discussed, limit us to the coupling between two joints for angle-angle diagrams, two
joint angles or two joint angular velocities for cross-correlation functions, and two joint
angles and their angular velocities for phase planes and continuous relative phase. In
order to incorporate more of the segments involved in a particular sports action in our
assessment of coordination, we look to Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).
ANNs represent an attractive method for analysing sports techniques mainly be-
cause of their non-linear properties and their characteristic ability to discover patterns
in data. Self-organising maps (SOMs) are a particular type of ANN particularly use-
ful for visualising and clustering high-dimensional data (Kohonen, 2001). For sports
biomechanists, the use of SOMs comes in their ability to map the high-dimensional
coordination of the original movement to a low-dimensional, visualisable output.
The output of a SOM is commonly visualised as a layer of grid nodes, each with
an associated weight vector, which is connected to a layer of input nodes (Figure 8).
The dimensionality of the nodes’ weight vectors is the same as the dimensionality of
the input vectors. For example, if the sports action we are studying is a running stride
and the variables representing the running stride are (left and right): ankle plantar-
dorsiflexion, knee flexion-extension, hip flexion-extension, hip adduction-abduction
and hip internal-external rotation, then we have ten-dimensional input vectors and
thus also ten-dimensional weight vectors in the output. Notice that in Figure 8 an
input vector, or a node in the input layer, represents a coordination state at time ti,
so a movement time-normalised to 101 time frames will be represented by 101 input
vectors. The representation of one time frame with one input vector is most commonly
done in sports biomechanics to map the changing coordination throughout the move-
ment (e.g. Bauer & Schöllhorn, 1997; Lamb, Bartlett, Lindinger, & Kennedy, 2014).
Before beginning a SOM analysis one must consider which biomechanical variables
will be used for training. Again, there are no universal rules for which variables to
include, but as general advice:
• the variables should be relevant to the movement,
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• although SOMs deal well with redundancy, avoiding obviously redundant vari-
ables will simplify the interpretation,
• we encourage the reader to use 3D joint angles as more subtle changes in multi-
dimensional coordination may give new insight to those gained by pairwise co-
ordination assessment (e.g. continuous relative phase),
• EMG and kinetics have been used less commonly in SOM analysis; experimen-
tation with these variables may be informative.
The weight vectors of the SOM output nodes achieve their final values by going
through an iterative training process, whereby errors in the SOM’s representation of
the input distribution are decreased each iteration until the weight vectors’ values
eventually stabilise. To train a SOM the following steps are necessary:
(1) Normalisation – the input data set must be normalised. The same procedures
and considerations mentioned for normalising phase portraits apply here.
(2) Initialisation – before training, the weight vectors are given initial, unique values
(see Alhoniemi, Himberg, Parviainen, & Vesanto, 2012, for the PCA method).
(3) Find best-matching node – each input vector is compared to the weight vectors of
Figure 8.: The connection between the input and output layers, where an input node
xi = (ξi,1, ξ1,2, . . . , ξi,p) and an output node, or weight vector, yj = (ηj,1, ηj,2, . . . , ηj,p),
where p is the dimensionality. The original normalised time-series is shown at the
bottom; the highlighted time sample is represented by x1 in the input layer.
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all nodes in the output. The node whose weight vector has the shortest Euclidean
distance to the input at that step in the iteration is declared the best-matching
node.
(4) Update weights – the weights of the best-matching node are updated to be more
similar to the input and thus, better represent the input – this is known as
competitive learning.
(5) Update neighbourhood – although there is only one best-matching node for any
input vector, the nodes in a user-defined neighbourhood radius also get their
weights updated, but in a decaying manner relative to their Euclidean distance
to the best-matching node.
(6) Repeat iteration – repeat steps 3-5 in two phases: rough training and fine-tuning
(see Alhoniemi et al., 2012, for parameter settings) until errors level off.
The neighbourhood function (step 5) has the effect of clustering similar data onto
similar regions of the output map, thus the term self-organising. Standard software
packages, such as the SOM Toolbox for MATLAB (Alhoniemi et al., 2012), are avail-
able to easily run the SOM algorithm. The analyst should of course follow proper
biomechanical data processing procedures to avoid erroneous results (see Chapter 9).
There are many ways to visualise the output layer beyond the simple linearly spaced
grid shown in Figure 8 – which may give the impression of the nodes’ weights being
equally distributed. One popular method, known as the Unified distance matrix (U-
matrix: Ultsch, 1993), is shown in Figure 9. The U-matrix in Figure 9 represents the
lower body variables mentioned in the example earlier (left and right: ankle plantar-
dorsiflexion, knee flexion-extension, hip flexion-extension, hip adduction-abduction
and hip internal-external rotation) for over-ground walking. The nodes of the out-
put layer in Figure 9 are shown as black dots in the centre of white hexagonal cells.
Non-white hexagonal cells between the nodes are shaded to represent the similarity
between neighbouring nodes. Dark cells represent relatively large Euclidean distances
and lightly coloured cells represent relatively small Euclidean distances – or similar
weight vectors – between neighbouring cells. The dark areas tend to represent borders
and light areas, clusters. The black line drawn on Figure 9 is a trajectory connecting
the best-matching nodes, consecutively for the entire duration of the movement. As can
be seen in Figure 9, events and, therefore, phases of the movement, can easily be iden-
tified. The trajectory winds around the dark central border, anticlockwise, although
this is not necessarily always going to be true. Using the U-matrix visualisation, it is
easy to see how variability between strides of the same or different individuals can be
compared throughout the entire movement.
The SOM in Figure 9 was trained with the parameters shown in Table 1, all of
which should be reported in publications and reports so that others may reproduce
the output. The parameters shown are specific to the SOM Toolbox for MATLAB
(Alhoniemi et al., 2012), for other software packages the parameter names and algo-
rithms may differ slightly; therefore, the software and version used for the calculations
should be identified. Quantisation and topological errors in Table 1 are measures of
the quality of the map’s fit to the input data. Quantisation error represents the aver-
age similarity between each input vector and its best-matching unit. Topological error
measures whether the best-matching unit and the second-best-matching unit tend to
be neighbours (for more details see Kiviluoto, 1996; Kohonen, 2001). Some trial and
error with parameters to minimise quantisation and topological errors may be neces-
sary. Steps in Table 1, indicates the number of complete iterations through the entire
data set.
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Figure 9.: U-matrix trained on over-ground walking. The black trajectory connects the
consecutive best-matching nodes in one gait cycle.
Looking at the movement this way allows the analyst a simple representation of the
global coordination pattern – or the coordination of the lower body in our example.
There are no assumptions to be satisfied, as is the case in statistics. However, a reason-
ably sized data set should be used for training to provide context to the visualisation.
In other words, one trial could be passed to the SOM for training but the output map
would be of little use.
Also note that more than one SOM can be used in a single analysis depending on
the structure of the input data and the question being asked. In a study of basketball
shooting by Lamb, Bartlett, and Robins (2010), one SOM was trained on the basketball
shots of four players. Each player performed three different types of shot: the free throw
shot, the three-point shot and the hook shot. Since there were two major sources of
variability in the data set – shot type and individual differences – the resolution of the
map was sufficient to see the differences in coordination associated with both sources of
variability. On the other hand, in a study on golf chipping (Lamb, Bartlett, & Robins,
2011) in which the type of shot was only slightly modified by small changes in target
distance, the variability between individuals was much greater than the variability
in coordination for the changing target distances. In this situation the single SOM
clustering (not included in Lamb et al., 2011) was mainly of the individuals and the
change in their coordination patterns at different target distances was masked. Since
the research question in the golf chipping study was whether or not coordination
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Parameter Value
Software SOM Toolbox for MATLAB, MATLAB





Map size 25 × 13
Rough training
Steps 12






Table 1.: SOM training parameters
changed under varying target distances, the authors chose to train four SOMs instead
of one: one for each golfer in the study. Compared to the coarse differences between
different types of basketball shot, the increased resolution was needed to see the subtle
changes in coordination at different target distances. These decisions on whether to
use a single SOM for the entire data set in a study, or analysis, or several SOMs must
hinge on the questions being asked and the structure of the data.
7. Reporting a Coordination Study
Information about the following should always be included when reporting a study of
movement coordination.
• The exact definitions of the angles used and how they were measured.
• The accuracy and reliability of the angle measurements if these were assessed.
• The sampling frequency.
• Which normalisation procedures, if any, were used.
The following information specific to the analysis method used should also be reported.
• Angle-angle diagrams:
◦ If the diagrams were quantified in any way and, if so, how.
• Cross-correlation functions:
◦ Justification for each of the cross-correlations performed, in terms of the
variables being meaningfully related.
◦ If statistical significance is to be assigned to values of the cross-correlation
function, whether relevant statistical assumptions were satisfied.
• Continuous relative phase:
◦ How the phase angle was calculated.
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◦ How many trials were used in the analysis and whether the normalisation
factors were gained from each trial or from a group of trials.
• Self-organising maps:
◦ A list of all variables used in the analysis.
◦ How many SOMs were used in the analysis and justification for the decision.
◦ Training parameters, map dimensions, quality measures and software used.
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